Master editing and animation software - Selection of courses
With individual studies tailored for amateurs, artists and professionals
Jump Cut is the leading school in Israel for films editing and animation studies,
including mastery of After Effects and accompanying software.
In our digital age, video is accessible to all, and offer us with access to various fields of
interests - photography and editing - for documentation, expression and creation.
Taking pictures and shooting videos are expressions of our creativity, but we are left with a
wealth of material that we can use. The wonderful possibilities of video editing and animation
call films lovers to celebrate their personal creativity.
This vision of professional training, which views software as a tool for creative expression,
has led us to develop personal courses that provide the tools and expertise in these
applications to people who love this art form.
Our personal course is designed for film-making enthusiasts, teachers and professionals
who require professional retraining. This teacher-student format (with an option for 2
students) allows development and progress at each student’s own pace. Learning the
software is a user-friendly process that combines tools for experimenting and practical
experience with editing instructions. We developed our unique teaching methodology and
knowledge in our professional editing courses, and are quite the experts in problem solving
and convenient work methods. All teachers are active editors or animators working in the
field.
Wishing you good films, Tamar Yaron

Editing Courses
•
•
•

AVID MC Soft
Premiere CC
Final Cut Pro X

Animation and Design courses
•
•
•

After Effects
Photoshop for video
Cinema 4D

 Courses enable progress at your own pace, and adaptation of the content to your unique
needs
 Classes and exercises - 3 hours each
 Course hours are scheduled at your convenience
 Courses are accompanied by Hebrew text books
 Courses require individual work between classes, and adherence to the syllabus depends
on the student's progress
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AVID Media Composer Courses
AVID MC Soft is the predominant editing software used across the Israeli and worldwide for
professional editing. Jump Cut was the first to teach it (1993), and remains the only teaching
institute in Israel that is certified to teach AVID, as an Avid Learning Partner (ALP).
AVID MC Soft offers excellent editing solutions for all types of films. Its centrality in the world
of film editing is due to its ability to handle very large volumes of raw materials and its
support for communication with image finishing processes in post-production studios.
Our expertise and experience in teaching the software in our professional courses has been
leveraged to carefully design the personal curriculum, resulting in mastery and proficiency in
working with the software. Over the course of studies, the student edits a personal film.
Studies need to devote time to individual work between classes, and must have a suitable
computer, with Avid MC 8* software installed.

Courses:
1. Basics of Editing with AVID MC (18 hours)
The course provides the software tools required to edit a film and covers the process of
creating an edited segment.
Content: Basic editing, refining the edit, trimming dialogue, packaging and output,
mixing sequence audio, basic effects, introduction to audio and visual, marquee, import
& export files, approval and output, technical fundamentals
Applicative: principles of video clips or reports / soundtrack design
A personal project can be edited during the course.
2. Advanced Editing and Special Effects with AVID MC (15 hours)
Along with advanced editing tools for special effects that enable enrichment of the
language and style of films, the software offers a host of effective solutions for media
management, that are extremely important for getting the most out of your system. The
course includes classes and exercises.
Content: 3D, intraframe, color correction, time wrap, motion tracking, media
management: media tool, attic, import/export files, settings.
3. AVID MC - Advanced (3 hours) – for professionals only
Content: Online, Consolidate, preparation for Pro Tools
4. AMC 101+110 (40 hours)
AVID User Certification
Mastery of software tools and work processes according to the content of the courses (1
+ 2 + 3), in preparation for the Avid User certification exams.
Price includes E-book containing course contents + 2 certification exams.
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